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I. Introduction

Vertical mergers have come into the news. Much has been written about the AT&T/Time Warner vertical merger case as the first fully litigated governmental vertical merger case in four decades.¹ There is now serious discussion regarding possible revision of the Vertical Merger Guidelines (“VMGs”).² One pushback is the view that no specific false negatives have been identified in recent years, so that there is no problem to fix. In fact, a number of recent empirical articles using the most advanced empirical methodologies do often find evidence of anticompetitive effects.³ However, this econometric evaluation is a difficult exercise because the

---


³ Some examples from the last decade include Fernando Luco & Guillermo Marshall, Vertical Integration with Multiproduct Firms: When Eliminating Double Marginalization May Hurt Consumers (Jan. 15,
necessary data often is not available and it very difficult to identify the effects of the merger, as opposed to other market changes. In addition, it generally will be impossible to infer from the data whether any efficiency benefits achieved were merger-specific.

Another possibility is to evaluate the analysis carried out by the reviewing agency during the HSR process to determine whether that analysis was complete. This would include examination of the competitive harm theories identified, the analysis carried out, and determination of whether the inferences drawn from the facts and theories were reliable. This examination also might determine if it is a close case so that a somewhat different evidentiary standard would have led to the opposite enforcement decision.

This type of evaluation by outsiders is very difficult. As FTC Bureau of Competition Director, Bruce Hoffman, has observed, “in addition to being highly idiosyncratic for each transaction, [the documentary and witness evidence] also tend to be non-public, and thus difficult for outside observers to assess when attempting to predict or critique our enforcement decisions.”

This is unfortunate. Greater transparency can provide important guidance for firms and their antitrust advisors. In addition, continued evaluation can lead to improvements in analytics and agency decisions over time.

This article carries out some preliminary analysis and evaluation of two recent vertical merger matters investigated and cleared (with limited remedies) in early 2019 by the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC” or “Commission”) The Commission cleared the Staples/Essendant


merger with a firewall remedy, an outcome that was supported by Chairman Simons and Commissioners Wilson and Phillips.  In the Fresenius/NxStage matter, the Commission required divestiture to cure a small horizontal overlap, but the Commission majority did not find any vertical merger concerns from the combination. Commissioners Slaughter and Chopra again dissented.

In neither case did the Commission release a redacted but detailed staff analysis of the mergers. As a result, the analysis in this article necessarily relies on the limited information contained in the statements by the Commissioners and some basic understanding of the markets, along with inferences drawn from the statements. The statements are all short. They briefly summarize some of the staff analysis but do not indicate very much about the staff’s economic analysis, or enough to determine the economic support for certain conclusions. As a result, the analysis in this article should be treated as exploratory. I readily concede that my preliminary evaluations could turn out to be incorrect, in that it is based on what can be gleaned from the statements and the lack of more publically available evidence. Thus, while one primary goal of this article is to raise questions about the facts and the economic analysis carried out by the staff, the other primary goal is to encourage the Commission to release more information about the mergers they clear, including these two.

In addition to supplying some limited factual information about the markets and the evidence on which they relied, the Commissioners’ statements possibly provide a window into their divergent views of enforcement that will be relevant to predicting future enforcement


decisions and possible revision of the vertical merger guidelines. It appears that the dissenting Commissioners may have been open to a broader range of competitive concerns. The dissenting Commissioners also may have placed a lower evidentiary bar on the required showing of harm to competition. This may have been the result of placing a weaker presumption of substantial efficiency benefits generally flowing from vertical mergers in concentrated markets. Or, it may have involved placing greater weight on the Section 7 incipiency standard. At the same time, the dissenting Commissioners may have applied a higher evidentiary bar to satisfy a showing of merger-specificity of claimed efficiencies, though this cannot be known for certain until explained by the Commissioners. What is known, however, is that these presumptions and associated evidentiary standards are key determinants of vertical merger enforcement.  

This article also discusses a private antitrust case attacking the consummated merger of Jeld-Wen and Craftmaster Manufacturing Inc. ("CMI") that was litigated and won by the plaintiff, Steves & Sons ("Steves") in 2018. This merger was both horizontal and vertical. But, the anticompetitive allegations were focused on the fact that Jeld-Wen and its major competitor were vertically integrated and the merger led to conduct that raised the cost of Jeld-Wen’s downstream rivals, including Steves. The merger was cleared by the Department of Justice ("DOJ") in 2012 without a remedy, and the anticompetitive exclusionary conduct commenced in 2014. Thus, the DOJ decision appears to be a clear false negative.  

There are some factual parallels among these three vertical merger matters that make it interesting to analyze them together. First, the foreclosure concerns raised by Steves in the Jeld-Wen merger and the concerns raised by dissenters in the Staples/Essendant merger both involved the “Frankenstein Monster” scenario of input foreclosure. In the paradigmatic scenario, the upstream competitor(s) of the merging firm gain market power and raise their prices in response to the foreclosure behavior (e.g., a price increase or refusal to sell) by the upstream merging firm. The Jeld-Wen/CMI case involved a variant of the scenario, whereby the vertically integrated competitor announced its intention not to sell to unintegrated downstream rivals and this

---


announcement thereby endowed the merged firm with additional market power. Both of these cases also emphasize the need for the agencies to investigate the entire range of possible anticompetitive theories.

DOJ may have cleared the Jeld-Wen/CMI merger because of a lack of complaints. It appears that there were no significant (if any) complaints by competitors to the Fresenius/NxStage merger. This raises the factual question of whether a paucity of buyer complaints is a reliable predictor that a merger will lack anticompetitive effects. Steves’ failure to complain apparently flowed from a mistaken belief that a long-term contract, and continued competition by the other vertically integrated firm, provided sufficient protection. A lack of complaints about the Fresenius/NxStage merger by Fresenius’ major competitor conceivably might have flowed from the anticipation by its major competitor that the merger would deter entry and lead to beneficial coordinated effects. Again, the statements do not provide sufficient information on this issue.

The false negative decision to clear the Jeld-Wen merger also supports the need for post-merger investigations of consummated mergers in close cases or where there are limited consent decrees. This issue was raised by Commissioner Slaughter in the Staples/Essendant merger. The majority agreed with the general point but expressed the concern that the Commission lacked the resources to do so.

Finally, the Fresenius/NxStage merger raises the issue of whether horizontal merger enforcement focused solely on local downstream markets can lead unintendedly to buy-side market power in national input markets, market power that subsequently can raise barriers to entry. This type of issue also was raised in the proposed Comcast/Time Warner Cable merger.

This short article discusses these issues in more detail. Section II discusses Steves & Sons litigation involving the Jeld-wen/CMI merger. Section III discusses the Commissioners’ analysis of foreclosure and other issues in the Staples/Essendant merger. Section IV discusses the Commissioners’ analysis of the vertical merger aspects in the Fresenius/NxStage merger. Section V offers some policy conclusions derived from this exploratory analysis.

11 Fresenius Majority Statement, supra note 7, at 1–2.

12 Staples Slaughter Statement, supra note 6, at 1, 9.

13 Staples Majority Statement supra note 5, at 6.
II. The Jeld-Wen/CMI Merger

As noted in the Introduction, the private antitrust litigation against the Jeld-Wen/CMI merger provides an interesting variant of the basic “Frankenstein Monster” scenario of the incentives of competing upstream suppliers to raise prices in response to a foreclosure strategy by another upstream firm. This case involved a successful attack on the 2012 consummated merger between Jeld-Wen and CMI. CMI initially was created as the divestee to resolve competitive concerns arising from the (mostly) vertical merger of Masonite and Premdor in 2001. A private Section 7 action against the Jeld-Wen/CMI merger was brought by Steves & Sons, an independent firm that purchased doorskins from Jeld-Wen as an input into the production of interior molded doors, where it competed with Jeld-Wen and Masonite. The case was litigated as a horizontal merger in doorskins, though the fact of Jeld-Wen’s vertical integration was highly relevant to the economic analysis, as discussed below.

The complaint alleged that the relevant market was doorskins for interior molded doors, where Jeld-Wen and Masonite had post-merger market shares of 52% and 48% respectively after the CMI acquisition. Jeld-Wen and Masonite also had market shares in interior molded doors of approximately were 40% and 42% respectively. Steves’ share of interior molded doors was approximately 7%. The interior molded doors were sold to builders and also to retailers like Home Depot. The pre-merger market structure is pictured below in Figure 1.

\[ \text{Figure 1} \]

---


17 Id. at ¶77.

18 Id.

19 CMI also produced molded doors. For simplicity, these door sales are not shown in Figure 1.
The DOJ cleared the Jeld-Wen/CMI merger without a remedy. When the proposed merger was investigated by the DOJ, Steves apparently did not complain, likely because it had negotiated a long-term year contract with Jeld-Wen shortly before Jeld-Wen announced the CMI acquisition. Steves also may have mistakenly relied on continued doorskins competition from Masonite. However, in June 2014, there was a key development that led to the anticompetitive allegations. Masonite announced publicly that it would no longer supply doorskins to unintegrated firms.

Only Masonite and JELD-WEN service the entire North American market. And other door assembly companies are smaller and much more regionally focused. And importantly, the other smaller... door assembly manufacturers have to get their facings [i.e., doorskins] from somebody else. They're not vertically integrated in their facings. And we, at Masonite, have determined that we will not


sell our facings into—to competition. So, that only leaves one other outlet for them to get their facings from in North America.22

About two weeks later, Jeld-Wen’s CEO sent Steves a copy of the Masonite presentation, characterizing it as "a very informative document for our discussions."23 In August 2014, Jeld-Wen and Masonite implemented price increases for doors of 9.5% and 8% respectively.24 In October 2014, Jeld-Wen gave Steves notice that it would terminate their supply agreement when it expired.25 This was followed by 5% price increases implemented in March 2015.26

Steves’ anticompetitive theory is a type of “Frankenstein Monster” scenario.27 By announcing that it would not supply unintegrated firms like Steve’s with doorskins, Masonite endowed Jeld-Wen with monopoly power.28 Jeld-Wen no longer needed to worry about losing business to Masonite. Jeld-Wen then exercised that monopoly power to raise the costs of their common unintegrated competitor in the doors market. These higher prices of doorskins sold to Steves and other independents would allow both Masonite and Jeld-Wen to raise their molded door prices as well. These downstream price increases provide the anticompetitive motivation for Masonite to make the announcement. Masonite would have no other incentive to give Jeld-Wen market power in the doorskin market. This analysis—and the fact that the evidence shows that the price increases occurred —shows how vertically integrated firms can implement foreclosure strategies that rely on responsive price increases by rivals. This anticompetitive theory is pictured in Figure 2 below.

22 Id. at ¶95.
23 Id. at ¶97.
24 Id. at ¶91.
25 Id. at ¶98. Jeld-Wen apparently initially announced a termination date in 2019, but subsequently conceded that the termination would have to wait until 2021.
26 Id. at ¶90.
27 Krattenmaker & Salop, supra note 10, at 240–242. The Frankenstein Monster theory is normally an issue in vertical mergers. Since this matter involves a horizontal acquisition in a market where the two leading firms are vertically integrated, it arises naturally here as well.
28 Complaint, supra note 16, at ¶¶23, 76.
Steves’ economic expert, Professor Carl Shapiro, analyzed the anticompetitive effects along these lines.\textsuperscript{29} By contrast, Jeld-Wen’s economic expert, Professor Edward Snyder, argued that there was no anticompetitive effect because output (the number of interior molded doors sold in the United States) increased in the years following the merger.\textsuperscript{30} Professor Shapiro explained in response that following the merger in 2012, the housing market recovered substantially from the Great Recession.\textsuperscript{31} He further noted out that a several dollar increase in the price of doors (or doorskins) likely would not reduce the number of doors in a new house being built or home being remodeled.\textsuperscript{32}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{31} Transcript of Trial Proceedings at 100–02, Steves & Sons, Inc. v. Jeld-Wen, Inc., No. 3:16-cv-545 (E.D. Va. Feb. 21 2018), ECF No. 1036.
\item \textsuperscript{32} Id. at 101.
\end{itemize}
The jury held for Steves and the judge has ordered divestiture. (Jeld-Wen has filed a motion for a new trial and announced it will appeal the judgment if the motion is dismissed.\textsuperscript{33}) This successful private litigation suggests that clearing the Jeld-Wen/CMI merger was a false negative. This raises two questions about the DOJ’s decisions. First, why did the DOJ clear the Jeld-Wen/CMI merger in 2012 when it was proposed? Second, why did the DOJ itself fail to bring a subsequent case against the consummated merger after the Masonite announcement and the price increases by Jeld-Wen and Masonite.

The DOJ should have been suspicious of the Jeld-Wen merger proposal. After all, CMI was formed from the required divestiture following the Masonite-Premdor merger. If the formation of CMI was necessary to provide a competitive constraint to Masonite and Jeld-Wen in 2001, why did it cease to be necessary a decade later? One possibility could be that CMI was successful in forcing Masonite and Jeld-Wen to set low “limit prices,” while failing to get much business itself because its costs were higher. As a result, CMI might have looked relatively unsuccessful to investors and possibly to the DOJ too. But removing this perceived pricing constraint nonetheless likely would lead to price increases. It would be interesting to learn whether the DOJ overlooked this point.

As suggested above, an attack on the Jeld-Wen/CMI merger might have been saddled by the lack of complaints by Steves and others. This raises the question of whether lack of buyer complaints is a reliable predictor that a merger will not be anticompetitive. In this matter, Steves’ failure to complain apparently flowed from a mistaken belief that it would be protected by a combination of the long-term contract with Jeld-Wen. It may also have mistakenly assumed that there would be continued competition between Masonite and Jeld-Wen. Thus, this case illustrates the point that the beliefs of buyers may be inaccurate.

This inaccuracy is not a novel idea. Recall that buyers’ beliefs that a merger would be anticompetitive were rejected by Judge Walker in the Oracle/PeopleSoft litigation in 2004.\textsuperscript{34} The failure of many buyers to complain was raised by Bazaarvoice in the DOJ’s 2014 litigation


attacking the acquisition of PowerReviews by Bazaarvoice.\textsuperscript{35} In this latter case, Judge Orrick agreed with the DOJ’s economic expert, Professor Carl Shapiro, that the views of the buyers were not the best sources of information about the effect of the merger.\textsuperscript{36} After all, the buyers would not have access to the documents of the merging firms.

I do not know why the DOJ failed to bring its own case against the Jeld-Wen/CMI merger, once it became apparent that the long-term contracts and competition from Masonite were inadequate constraints on Jeld-Wen’s pricing power. One possibility could be lack of resources. Perhaps the DOJ thought that Steves was well-equipped to bring its own case, so the incremental benefit from having a DOJ case would be less than the agency’s resource cost. Another possibility rooted in human nature might be that people and agencies could be reluctant to recognize their mistakes.\textsuperscript{37} Of course, we would like enforcement agencies to take steps to avoid such defensive behavior.

\textbf{III. The Staples/Essendant Merger}

This vertical merger involved the acquisition by a retail seller (Staples) of a major wholesale supplier (Essendant) in the market for sale and distribution of office products to mid-market business-to-business customers. While the Commissioners’ statements unfortunately do not provide much factual analysis, it appears that the upstream wholesale market was highly concentrated with the two main competitors being Essendant and SP Richards. The downstream market (retailing) involved numerous dealers and Staples apparently had only a modest market share of the business customers of those dealers. This pre-merger market structure is summarized in Figure 3 below. My understanding is that Staples did not purchase from Essendant before the merger. But I assume that Staples would combine purchases with Essendant from manufacturers after the merger, which might lead to lower costs from higher purchase volume.\textsuperscript{38}


\textsuperscript{36} Id. at 8.

\textsuperscript{37} This point also has implications for merger retrospective studies. See infra Section V.

\textsuperscript{38} Staples Majority Statement, supra note 5 at 2. The majority also says that the lower prices will not involve monopsony power. These costs savings are not elimination of double marginalization because
The Statement of the three Commissioners (“Majority”) who voted to clear the merger explains that the primary potential harm analyzed and rejected was input foreclosure.

The primary theory of harm that was considered and rejected involves Staples potentially raising Essendant’s prices. This hypothetical conduct potentially would force Essendant’s independent dealer customers to raise prices to their customers—the mid-sized businesses—some of whom would presumably look for other suppliers. Staples would lose money from whatever sales Essendant lost due to its higher prices. But if enough businesses that switched sales away from the independent dealers decided to buy from Staples, in theory, the overall strategy could be profitable.\(^{39}\)

The Majority rejected this foreclosure theory on the grounds that if Essendant raised its prices, its independent dealer-customers would switch away from Essendant and instead would purchase mainly from its competitor, SP Richards (“SPR”).\(^{40}\) Because the dealers’ costs would

---

\(^{39}\) Staples Majority Statement, supra note 5, at 1.

\(^{40}\) Id. at 2.
not be raised, there would be little diversion by the business customers of those dealers to Staples, which in turn would make the hypothetical Essendant price increase unprofitable.

This discussion of the stated rationale for the low diversion to Staples appears to assume that SPR would not raise its own prices in response to the Essendant price increase. By contrast, Commissioner Slaughter suggested that SPR would have the incentive to raise its prices. If SPR were to accommodate the Essendant price increase with its own price increases, it would follow that the diversion to Staples would be larger, which would make the Essendant price increase more profitable for the merged firm. There also would be harms to the dealer customers of SPR from these price increases and competitive harms to their business customers.

Because the wholesale market is highly concentrated, economic analysis would suggest that SPR would have the incentive to accommodate the Essendant price increase by raising its own prices. SPR might not have the incentive to exactly match the price increase, but it would have the incentive to at least partially to accommodate it. In this way, the vertical merger could facilitate imperfect coordination in the upstream market. In fact, SPR might lead the post-merger price increase, knowing the Essendant would have the incentive to follow. Either way, the diversion to Staples would be much larger.

This foreclosure theory is summarized in Figure 4 below. For completeness, the Figure includes the possibility that there were other vertically integrated dealers, such as Office Depot, competing in the market. Because these competitors are not mentioned by the Commissioners, this analysis assumes that potential diversion to these other competitors would not have eliminated the competitive concerns.

---

41 Staples Slaughter Statement, supra note 6, at 8.
Commissioner Slaughter’s concern thus involved the Frankenstein Monster scenario. The Essendant price increase would endow SPR with additional market power and SPR then would have the incentive to raise its own wholesale prices. SPR’s incentive to accommodate the Essendant price increase (or even lead the price increase itself in anticipation of Essendant’s post-merger pricing incentives) follows from conventional economic analysis that a unilateral price increase by one large differentiated product firm will incentivize its substantial competitors also to raise their own prices in response. This reasoning also is embedded in the 2010 Horizontal Merger Guidelines discussion of coordination through parallel accommodating conduct. The same incentive of a large oligopoly input market competitor to raise its own prices also applies to vertical mergers. If the other upstream suppliers also raise their input prices, this will raise the costs of the downstream rivals of the merging firm, which can in turn lead to higher prices paid by the business customers of all the dealers.

---


43 Krattenmaker & Salop, supra note 10, at 241–42.
The majority statement does not explain why SPR would lack this incentive to accommodate Essendant price increases. It merely says that the evidence did not show that there would be sufficient switching to Staples by Essendant’s dealer customers because of Staples’ low share in the downstream market, and the differentiation between the services Staples and the wholesalers provide. However, it does not discuss why diversion to Staples would remain insubstantial if SPR also raised its prices, as suggested by Commissioner Slaughter. Nor does it explain why Essendant would fail to raise its prices in anticipation of SPR following. These are key missing elements. If there is no credible countervailing evidence, then the decision to reject the theory of competitive harm possibly could be a false negative. However, absent further facts or analysis from the Commissioners or the staff, this conclusion remains uncertain. Thus, it seems important for the Commission to explain why it rejected this version of the anticompetitive theory.

The incentive of SPR to raise its prices could be reinforced by another possible fact. After the merger, some dealers may become reluctant to purchase from Essendant because of its

44 Staples Majority Statement, supra note 5, at 2, 4.

45 Commissioner Slaughter interprets the staff analysis to imply that substitution to SPR would be lower because of switching costs. The Majority disagreed that there were switching costs, however, saying that some dealers bought from both suppliers and others switched between them. Staples Majority Statement, supra note 5, at 2. If there were switching costs, additional analysis would be required because those costs existed in the pre-merger world too, so they might have already been incorporated into prices. But not necessarily. Staples might not have been able profitably to raise price because it would fear that it would not attract as many new customers. But after the merger, Staples would be less concerned with not attracting new customers if SPR also raised price, and so, it would be more prone to exploit the captive customers. This is similar to the analysis of installed base opportunism in Kodak. See Steven C. Salop, *The First Principles Approach to Antitrust, Kodak, and Antitrust at the Millennium*, 68 ANTITRUST L.J. 187, 191–94 (2000); Carl Shapiro, *Aftermarkets and Consumer Welfare: Making Sense of Kodak*, 63 ANTITRUST L.J. 483, 488 (1995); *Post-Chicago Analysis After Kodak: Interview with Professor Steven C. Salop*, 7 ANTITRUST 20, 21 (1992).

46 One possibility is that the business customers of SPR’s dealer-customers would not switch to Staples if all of SPR’s dealers raised their prices, but would switch to other dealers. This is not discussed in the statements. The majority statement does suggest that Staples was a weaker substitute for business customers than were these various high-touch dealers. Staples Majority Statement, supra note 5, at 2. But it does not explain why Staples would be remain a distant substitute if all those high-touch dealers had higher prices from facing higher wholesale prices charged by both SPR and Essendant.

47 The majority did not rest its decision on efficiencies. But if the claimed efficiencies were verifiable, merger-specific and sufficient to reverse these price increases, then the decision to clear might not have been a false negative.
ownership by Staples. This behavior would have the effect of making SPR’s demand more inelastic, which would give it an increased incentive to raise prices. Commissioner Slaughter makes this point that “SPR . . . may be able to charge higher prices to resellers looking to avoid a relationship with Staples.”

This switching behavior could have two causes. One possibility is that the dealers might rationally fear that their confidential information would be obtained by Staples despite the Commission’s firewall remedy. In this regard, Commissioner Chopra expressed the concern that the firewall likely would be penetrable. The Majority joined issue with this concern and responded that the firewall would not be penetrated, relying on the recent FTC Remedy report that indicated that the firewalls in four unidentified vertical merger consent decrees were found to be “robust.” However, it is not clear that this FTC report would provide sufficient reassurance to those dealers.

A second possibility is that the dealers might prefer not to purchase from Essendant after the merger simply because they may simply not want to aid their competitor. This behavior was famously observed in the fast food market after PepsiCo acquired some franchises. This possibility was not discussed in the statements.

48 Staples Slaughter Statement, supra note 6, at 8.

49 In a bargaining model, this dealer fear would increase SPR’s bargaining leverage, thereby allowing it to negotiate higher prices.

50 Staples Chopra Statement, supra note 6, at 5.

51 Staples Majority Statement, supra note 5, at 3 n.8 (citing Fed. Trade Comm’n, The FTC’s Merger Remedies 2006–2012: A Report of the Bureaus of Competition and Economics (2017), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/ftcs-merger-remedies-2006-2012-report-bureaus-competition-economics/p143100_ftc_merger_remedies_2006-2012.pdf). However, the analysis set out in the report was limited. The report analyzed four vertical mergers. It does not explain how a compliance monitor would be able to detect firewall breaches, particularly those that occurred orally. It also does not explain how the competitors or buyers would know that firewalls were not breached.

The focus of the majority statement was low diversion to Staples in the event that Essendant raised its prices. The majority statement did not discuss the potential that the merger would give Staples an incentive to raise its prices. If Staples raised its prices and this caused diversion from Staples to the dealers that purchased inputs from Essendant, then the merger would create a benefit to Essendant that the merged firm would take into account.\(^{53}\) While most business customers that desired high-touch dealers might not prefer Staples, the customers that do not require high-touch dealers still might switch to them if Staples raised its prices. Again, more facts would be needed to understand and evaluate the staff analysis of this issue.

Another provocative issue was Commissioner Chopra’s suggestion that private equity firms like Sycamore Partners have an interest in setting higher prices than Essendant would.\(^{54}\) The Majority responded that the pricing policies of private equity firms is not a standard “competitive effect” cognizable under Section 7 because it would occur even if the merger were neither vertical nor horizontal.\(^{55}\) Commissioner Chopra did not respond to this important counter. It is interesting that this disagreement over whether the scope of Section 7 includes general corporate pricing policies is not new at the FTC, but arose in the Lundbeck acquisition of Indocin in 2008.\(^{56}\) What is perhaps different here is that the corporate pricing policy in this case

\(^{53}\) If there were merger-specific efficiencies, it would mitigate or even reverse this upward pricing pressure.

\(^{54}\) Staples Chopra Statement, \textit{supra} note 6, at 3.

\(^{55}\) Staples Majority Statement, \textit{supra} note 5, at 4–5.

arguably would magnify conventional anticompetitive incentives for input foreclosure rather than provide an independent rationale for attacking the merger. But, this latter issue was not debated in the statements.

Finally, Commissioner Slaughter also suggested that the Commission adopt a regular practice of retrospective investigations of close-call mergers that were not challenged and retain the option of challenging the consummated mergers, if anticompetitive effects subsequently were found. The false negative in the Jeld-Wen/CMI merger suggests the benefit of continued vigilance in such matters. The Majority does not seem to disagree in principle, but stressed that the Commission had limited resources and using more resources on retrospectives could interfere with ongoing enforcement. Some policy implications flowing from the triage required by this resource scarcity are discussed in the Conclusions.

IV. The Fresenius/NxStage Merger

This merger involved both horizontal and vertical merger elements. I begin with a general overview of the market, albeit based on limited information. In the U.S., kidney hemodialysis is carried out at hospitals but mainly at standalone outpatient clinics. Fresenius and DaVita together account for about 85% of outpatient hemodialysis patients. After an initial period in which private insurers cover treatment, kidney hemodialysis is paid for by Medicare at regulated prices. There may have been no price competition for the Medicare patients, though there can be competition for the privately insured patients, including arrangements with nephrologists. There also could be quality competition. My understanding is that while it faces some competition, Fresenius dominates the sale of hemodialysis equipment, which it also sells to competing outpatient clinic operators such as DaVita as well as to hospitals.

57 Commissioner Slaughter also proposed to use this process for mergers with limited consent decrees. Staples Slaughter Statement, supra note 6, at 5. See also Steven C. Salop, Modifying Merger Consent Decrees: An Economist Plot to Improve Merger Enforcement Policy, 31(1) ANTITRUST 15 (2016).

58 Infra Section V.

59 Fresenius Majority Statement, supra note 7; Fresenius Slaughter Statement supra note 7; Fresenius Chopra Statement, supra note 7.

60 Fresenius Chopra Statement, supra note 7, at 3.

61 If Medicare reimbursements depend on market rates, then price competition for privately insured patients would spillover to Medicare too.
It is possible for a patient to undergo hemodialysis at home. In-home hemodialysis has the advantage of treatment at home overnight while sleeping. Its disadvantage is the need to take a more active role, including dealing with the blood, and cleaning the machine. Only 1–2% of U.S. patients use in-home hemodialysis, but it apparently is much more prevalent elsewhere. Fresenius produces an in-home machine (“Baby K”) that has gained little traction.

Figure 5 summarizes the market structure without NxStage. The Figure treats clinical and in-home outpatient hemodialysis services as competing in an overall hemodialysis outpatient services market. Fresenius is treated as the dominant provider of hemodialysis machines in the upstream market, facing only fringe rivals. For simplicity, the “bubble” for fringe outpatient clinics are not shown in the Figure.

Figure 5: Dialysis Market Structure (Pre-NxStage)

NxStage obtained FDA approval for its innovative next-generation machine in 2005. Its machine can be used in a clinical setting and NxStage had established a small number of clinics.

---

62 Id. at 2.

63 In-home dialysis is more common elsewhere. For example, Commissioner Chopra states that it covers almost 20% of patients in New Zealand. Fresenius Chopra Statement, supra note 7, at 2.

64 Fresenius Majority Statement, supra note 7, at 2.
The NxStage machine also apparently also has a large advantage in that it would be less expensive and more convenient to install at home than the Baby-K. However, my understanding is that the NxStage machine has made little headway in the market, either in sales to existing clinics or to new independent providers of in-home care.

Figure 6 shows how the successful large-scale entry of NxStage could dramatically change the market structure and performance. First, if its equipment is sufficiently high quality, NxStage might create significant upstream competition that could benefit DaVita and the smaller clinics by providing an innovative substitute for Fresenius’ machines. Second, and potentially more important, NxStage’s entry could create significant new competition against both Fresenius and DaVita clinics by independent in-home service providers. Third, NxStage could provide a way for Fresenius (and DaVita) to grow their in-home business as a supplement to their clinical services. Only this third effect was discussed in the majority statement.

By acquiring NxStage, Fresenius eliminates this actual and potential competition from NxStage in the equipment market and entrench Fresenius’ dominance market. While the majority did not discuss this issue, it was raised by Commissioners Chopra and Slaughter.\(^65\) This

---

\(^65\) Fresenius Chopra Statement, \textit{supra} note 7, at 4; Fresenius Slaughter Statement, \textit{supra} note 7, at 1.
analysis raises several questions. First, why did DaVita fail to outbid Fresenius for NxStage as a way to undo this dominance? Second, in light of this entrenched dominance, did DaVita complain to the FTC about the acquisition; and if not, why not? Third, why was the competitive impact in the equipment market not more central to all the Commissioners’ statements?

The statements do not mention whether or not DaVita was a bidder for NxStage. Such bidding competition might have been expected in that DaVita is currently reliant on Fresenius for its hemodialysis machines and Fresenius presumably is charging prices reflecting its market power. However, these same facts suggest that Fresenius likely would have the economic incentive to outbid DaVita for NxStage. Longstanding economic analysis explains that a monopolist would have the incentive to bid higher in order to maintain its monopoly profits, whereas the bidding competitor would only achieve duopoly profits. It is easy to show that as long as monopoly profits exceed the combined duopoly profits, the monopolist normally will win the bidding competition.\(^{66}\) It even is possible that DaVita would choose to forgo the cost of engaging in a bidding competition, anticipating that it would inevitably lose in the end.

The statements do not indicate that DaVita complained about Fresenius acquiring NxStage, despite the impact of the merger in maintaining Fresenius’ dominance of the equipment market. If it did not complain, one possible explanation is that DaVita feared retaliation if it did complain. Another possible explanation could be that Fresenius and DaVita struck a long-term contract for Fresenius to supply the NxStage machines to DaVita. Fresenius currently supplies DaVita and others and the majority concludes that Fresenius would supply the NxStage machine to rivals, though it does not discuss the price level.\(^{67}\)

A third possible explanation could be that DaVita preferred that Fresenius acquire NxStage rather than someone else. This is because Fresenius could prevent in-home

---

\(^{66}\) For example, suppose monopoly profits are $200 and duopoly profits are $70 each, for a total of $140. The competitor would have the incentive to bid up to $70, whereas the monopolist would have the incentive to bid up to $130 (i.e., $200 - $70). For further details, see, e.g., Steven C. Salop, *The Raising Rivals’ Cost Foreclosure Paradigm, Conditional Pricing Practices and the Flawed Incremental Price-Cost Test*, 81 ANTITRUST L.J. 371, 408–10. This same analysis explains why a branded pharmaceutical producer and the only generic entrant would have the incentive to strike an agreement that pays the generic entrant to delay its entry.

\(^{67}\) Fresenius Majority Statement, *supra* note 7.
hemodialysis from threatening the DaVita and Fresenius duopoly. Perhaps this was a so-called “killer acquisition,” whose primary purpose is to eliminate or control an innovative competitor. This “killer acquisition” interpretation can be explained as follows. In-home hemodialysis competes with outpatient clinic hemodialysis, at least for some patients. Thus, Fresenius and DaVita each might have little incentive to create an alternative to their profitable outpatient clinics in the pre-merger world. They also would have little interest in purchasing NxStage machines in the pre-merger world even at favorable prices. If they helped grow NxStage’s in-home dialysis service, it could lead to competition by specialized service providers that patients’ nephrologists could recommend. This could be a serious competitive threat to the Fresenius and DaVita clinics.

Since NxStage might have had a chance to partner with independent service providers in the future, a possible merger motivation could be a strategy to gain control over this disruptive next-generation technology. In this sense, the merger is fundamentally horizontal—a way to prevent independent competition in providing in-home hemodialysis services.

The majority statement does not explicitly discuss and reject this possible killer acquisition motivation. One possible reason for its inapplicability could be that NxStage essentially was doomed to failure because Fresenius and DaVita showed little interest in helping in-home hemodialysis to grow and they could successfully tacitly (and legally) coordinate not to promote the NxStage product. And while NxStage in principle could have entered both levels, perhaps it lacked sufficient expertise at the downstream level and was unable to find or develop a downstream partner. Or perhaps the NxStage machine is deficient in some way. As a result, perhaps NxStage was dead in the water. If so, this would be a key fact, so it would have been useful for the Commissioners to explain why NxStage’s future prospects as an independent competitor also were dim.

Discussion of future equipment market competition concerns did arise in the analysis of customer foreclosure. Commissioner Chopra expressed the concern that Fresenius would only use NxStage machines after the merger, which then would raise barriers to entry to future

---

68 This was suggested by Commissioner Chopra. See Fresenius Chopra Statement, supra note 7, at 4

69 If this were the case, it may be at least partially the result of the agencies permitting this industry to consolidate by clearing the history of acquisitions.
entrants by making it harder for them to achieve minimum viable scale, which then would delay or inhibit entry. However, one caution here is that a finding that an independent NxStage would have been achieved a substantial market share absent the merger similarly would have a deterring effect on future new entrants, though perhaps not to the same extent as Fresenius’ ownership of NxStage. The majority rejected this customer foreclosure concern for a different reason, the existence of potential entrants who may not have complained. In any event, this customer foreclosure impact on future potential entrants may be secondary to the possible effects of the merger in eliminating the actual potential competition in the equipment market by NxStage.

The majority statement analyzes input foreclosure, which is somewhat related to the killer acquisition theory. Input foreclosure can be illustrated with Figure 7, where the “bubble” for fringe machine suppliers is deleted to unclutter the picture. Input foreclosure would involve a post-merger Fresenius having the incentive to withhold or raise the price of the NxStage machine from its existing competitors such as DaVita as well as downstream potential entrants. The majority statement concludes that the evidence showed that input foreclosure is unlikely. Commissioner Slaughter disagreed. She concluded that “the investigation indicated that these strategies could be profitable for Fresenius.” No further discussion of the source of these dueling conclusions is provided, however.

Entry upstream in principle can deter input foreclosure. CVS apparently announced during the period of the investigation that it was developing an in-home machine. To this point, CVS might become viable because it could enter at both levels. This raises the question of

---

70 Fresenius Chopra Statement, supra note 7, at 3.
71 Fresenius Majority Statement, supra note 7, at 2.
72 Fresenius Majority Statement, supra note 7, at 1. This is related to the killer acquisition theory because the recoupment could involve elimination in diversion to in-home services by NxStage downstream partners.
73 If Fresenius were truly a monopolist protected by barriers to entry and NxStage were permanently dead in the water, then foreclosure might be unnecessary for Fresenius to achieve monopoly profits. But, this theory depends on that assumption about NxStage also would represent no likely future competitive constraint.
74 Id.
75 Fresenius Slaughter Statement, supra note 7, at 2.
whether the equipment of CVS (or other potential entrants) would be as innovative as the NxStage machine. This also raises the issue of the timing and likelihood of entry. The CVS machine apparently will still need to gain FDA approval. Commissioner Slaughter raised the concern that there were significant barriers to entry. In this regard, the majority statement does not discuss whether the entry by CVS or others would be timely, likely and sufficient in light of the FDA regulations and other potential impediments to entry.

![Dialysis Market Structure (Including NxStage & CVS)](image)

Figure 7: Dialysis Market Structure (Including NxStage & CVS)

The majority reports that “[t]he totality of the evidence also shows that Fresenius has a strong record of supplying other clinics with hemodialysis products.” But Fresenius presumably charges high prices, so that additional competition in the equipment market from NxStage (and CVS) likely would be beneficial. This history of supplying competitors also does not address Fresenius’ possible incentive to protect its clinic business from in-home competition.

The disagreement among the Commissioners could stem from the majority demanding a higher evidentiary burden on the demonstration of competitive harm. In principle,

---

76 In addition, if CVS were going to enter even absent the merger, then the merger would have reduced the number of equipment competitors, *ceteris paribus*.

77 Fresenius Slaughter Statement, *supra* note 7, at 1.

this higher burden could flow either from their analysis of the potential efficiencies of the transaction or from their presuming such efficiencies. According to the majority, the acquisition will create efficiency benefits by increasing Fresenius’ incentives to expand into in-home sales by aligning incentives, which could include elimination of double marginalization.\textsuperscript{79} At the same time the majority says that “we do not rest our decision on the presence of efficiencies.”\textsuperscript{80} Thus, it appears that the majority was relying on an efficiency presumption, not evidence.

Commissioner Chopra concluded that the efficiencies were not merger-specific because they could be achieved by contract absent the merger.\textsuperscript{81} The majority disagreed, saying that “present-day realities show that the parties have not achieved the same result via contract.”\textsuperscript{82} However, this historical fact assumes rather than proves merger-specificity. Proof would involve a showing that the parties tried and failed to successfully negotiate a more efficient contract, or a showing why such negotiation clearly would have been futile. After all, it would not make sense for the Commission to permit an otherwise anticompetitive merger, if the failure to achieve efficiency by contract was simply a lack of effort, or recalcitrance designed to justify a future merger.\textsuperscript{83}

As in the case of Jeld-Wen/CMI, it may have been the case that there were no complaints about this merger. But, if Fresenius gaining control of NxStage would facilitate coordination with DaVita by preventing competition by independent in-home service providers, DaVita might not have an incentive to complain, as discussed above. The more likely complainers would be the potential outpatient service providers. But, substantial outpatient service providers apparently did not yet exist. If CVS already were developing its own machine, then it might

\textsuperscript{79} \textit{Id.} at 1.

\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Id.} at 2. The majority statement also says that the merger “potentially would increase the use of in-home machines dramatically—that is, profit by expanding the business it proposes to purchase, supporting NxStage’s superior in-home machines with Fresenius’ superior scale and service.” \textit{Id.} (emphasis added).

\textsuperscript{81} Fresenius Chopra Statement, \textit{supra} note 7, at 4.

\textsuperscript{82} Fresenius Majority Statement, \textit{supra} note 7, at 2.

\textsuperscript{83} For example, in a horizontal merger, it seems doubtful that parties could justify an otherwise anticompetitive merger on the grounds that the merger would allow the parties to end a patent infringement case or eliminate a patent royalty. For further discussion, see Baker et. al., \textit{supra} note 8 at 13–15.
have welcomed Fresenius’ acquisition as a way to eliminate competition against its own in-home machine and so would not have the incentive to complain. Again, these are questions that one hopes were answered during the staff investigation.

In the end, this may well be a case where (i) (legal) tacit coordination between Fresenius and DaVita to forgo competition by purchasing and promoting NxStage machines, (ii) the absence of alternative service providers, and (iii) NxStage’s inability to enter at both levels in combination prevented NxStage from succeeding in the non-merger world and would continue to do so into the future. It also may be that there were no alternative acquirers of NxStage that could have overcome these impediments. It is also possible that the NxStage machine had quality problems. If these were the facts, then there would be no false negative.

Finally, this case raises another interesting enforcement issue. Taking a longer-term view, it could be the case that that the failure of NxStage to succeed may have been the unintended result of previous merger enforcement that led to dominance of the clinical dialysis services market by two firms. There were numerous such acquisitions including the following. In 2005, the Commission approved a large clinic acquisition by DaVita of Gambro, which made DaVita the largest U.S. clinical provider at the time.84 In 2006, Fresenius acquired the clinics of Renal Care Group, which then was the third-largest clinical provider.85 In 2011, the Commission approved DaVita’s acquisition of DSI, which then was the fifth-largest dialysis chain.86 In 2012,  
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Fresenius acquired the clinics of Liberty Dialysis Holding, which then was the third-largest dialysis chain.\textsuperscript{87}

In these matters, the Commission analyzed competition in local geographic markets for clinic hemodialysis services. However, while the downstream markets are local, the upstream market for the purchase or sale of dialysis equipment would be national.\textsuperscript{88} By allowing Fresenius and DaVita to achieve an effective duopoly in the downstream market, the policy also endowed these firms with buy-side market power in the upstream equipment market. It is this buy-side market power that may have prevented NxStage from becoming more successful. Thus, clearing these earlier acquisitions could have led to subsequent entry barriers that prevented the equipment market from self-correcting and the services market from becoming more competitive. That is not to say that the decision in this case was a false negative, rather the previous permissive merger enforcement arguably were false negatives.

V. Conclusions and Policy Implications

The lack of detailed analysis in the Commissioners’ statements makes it difficult to completely understand or evaluate the Commission staff analysis, as I have emphasized. It is disappointing that the Commissioners often simply stated that they disagreed with one another on some of these key issues, rather than rebutting each other’s arguments in detail with the relevant facts. Transparency would be greatly enhanced if they would have revealed further details of their analysis and the specifics of their factual disagreements. Simply stating one’s position without explaining the underlying source of the factual disagreement or criticism of the opposing position leaves outsiders with a cloudy view.

Gaining greater understanding is important. The business community and their advisors need to understand the Commission’s approach to vertical mergers in order to decide whether to propose vertical acquisitions. At this time, the tea leaves simply seem to indicate more 3–2 votes


\textsuperscript{88} A worldwide market is possible, though FDA regulatory requirements might have limited the market to the U.S.
at the FTC. Careful evaluation of the staff analysis also is necessary to advance and improve merger analysis going forward. This is particularly important in light of the limited number of merger retrospectives that can be undertaken.

For these reasons, I agree with Commissioner Chopra that would be useful for the Commission to release more detailed analyses of these and future mergers as a way to increase transparency.\textsuperscript{89} Release of further factual analysis would require redaction of confidential information, of course. However, even with redactions, antitrust counselors and merging companies would gain a better understanding the type of analysis that the Commission finds relevant and credible in vertical merger matters.

DOJ’s false negative decision Jeld-Wen/CMI merger that was revealed by the post-merger conduct and successful private litigation should be an object lesson for the need for careful investigation of the full range of possible competitive concerns, including the Frankenstein Monster scenario. If it were the case that the Frankenstein Monster scenario was ignored in Staples/Essendant, and if there were insufficient cognizable efficiencies, that decision also might have been a false negative.\textsuperscript{90}

DOJ’s false negative also indicates the need for the enforcement agencies to monitor post-merger conduct in a non-defensive, objective manner. It also indicates the need for the agencies to remain prepared to bring enforcement actions if the mergers subsequently turn out to have anticompetitive effects. To facilitate those actions, it would be beneficial to build performance standards into consent decrees to give the agencies the ability to modify consent decrees if it becomes necessary to do so.\textsuperscript{91}

The Commissioners agreed that retrospectives were a good idea. However, a concern was raised about resource scarcity, which would constrain the ability to carry out numerous merger retrospectives. A good solution to this problem would be to have the retrospectives carried out by objective academic researchers acting as agency consultants. These studies would be subject to appropriate confidentiality restrictions on disclosing the data. Public reports would be subject to the usual redactions of confidential information. This approach would reduce the

\textsuperscript{89} Fresenius Chopra Statement, \textit{supra} note 7, at 4.

\textsuperscript{90} Efficiencies are cognizable if they are verifiable, merger-specific and sufficient to reverse the anticompetitive concerns. \textit{MERGER GUIDELINES}, \textit{supra} note 42, at 30.

\textsuperscript{91} For details, see Salop, \textit{supra} note 57.
cost. The independence of the researchers also would help to achieve objectivity. As noted earlier, agency staff might be prone to unconscious confirmation bias, particularly if they previously worked on the merger during the HSR investigation or feel a general need to defend their agency.

The resource scarcity of the FTC and DOJ is significant and goes beyond the issue of merger retrospectives. Figure 8 plots the relationships between the combined annual budgets of the (entire) FTC and DOJ Antitrust Division since 2009 relative to the value of U.S. mergers and acquisitions. Since 2009, the agencies budgets have fallen by about 70%, relative to the value of the merger transactions. Larger mergers require more analysis, but budgets have not kept pace. Moreover, even this comparison understates the resource constraint. The growing economic complexity and greater quantification of possible effects in the typical merger analysis means that more analysis and resources are needed for each transaction.

Figure 8: Ratio of Agency Budgets (FTC + ATR) to M&A Value

92 If the researchers have economic and policy presumptions, it might be useful to have multiple studies.

When resources are limited, the agencies necessarily must engage in investigation and enforcement triage, which will unavoidably lead to more anticompetitive transactions slipping through or weaker consents, despite the best efforts of the agencies. This suggests the need for Congress to allocate higher budgets to the enforcement agencies. An alternative would be for the courts to reduce the agency’s required burden of proof in merger cases. This policy would allow the agencies to maintain adequate enforcement and avoid increased false negatives that would conflict with the implementation of the incipiency standard in Section 7 law. The agencies also might interpret the incipiency standard accordingly.

In fact, this issue goes beyond these budget constraints. As antitrust analysis has become more complex and substantial quantification has become the norm, the litigation advantage has tipped significantly in favor of the merging firms. Since the plaintiff has the burden of persuasion, complexity favors defendants on balance. This plaintiff disadvantage is larger in that generalist judges might understand the existence of technical criticisms of plaintiff’s quantitative evidence, but find it more difficult to evaluate the relative importance of these criticisms in weakening the conclusions that can be drawn from the plaintiff’s evidence.

Finally, the Fresenius/NxStage merger also provides an interesting connection of how permissible acquisitions in downstream output markets can lead to buy-side market power problems in national input markets. In the case of hemodialysis, it is possible that high concentration across the local geographic markets for dialysis services led to buy-side market power by Fresenius and DaVita that prevented NxStage from being able to grow the in-home market. The failure to consider such upstream effects is not new. A similar issue arose in the pay-TV industry, where consolidation in local subscriber markets created market power in the sale of national access to online video distributors and ultimately led to the DOJ concerns and subsequent abandonment of the proposed Comcast/Time Warner Cable merger in 2015. Now that antitrust analysis of monopsony and buyer-side issues has become more prominent, the agencies likely will pay more attention to the upstream impact of horizontal mergers in addition to any competitive concerns in local downstream markets.
